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Dephasing rate in metals versus diffusion constant
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We discuss correlation between the dephasing time for weak localization in three-dimensional~3D! metals
and their conductance. Such correlation was reported for 3D In2O32x films @Z. Ovadyahu, Phys. Rev. Lett.52
569 ~1984!# and recently in several 3D alloys@J.J. Lin and L.Y. Kao, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter13, L119
~2001!#. We show that the observed correlation can be explained by the model based on tunneling states of
dynamic structural defects.
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As early as in 1984, in the course of a study of we
localization corrections to the conductivity of thre
dimensional~3D! In2O32x films, Ovadyahu1 observed a puz-
zling behavior of the electron dephasing timetw as a func-
tion of static disorder. Namely, for a given temperature
dephasing ratetw

21 scaled with the sample conductivity. Th
contradicted naive expectations that disorder should lea
an increase of the scattering rate. At first sight, such a be
ior could have been ascribed to the disorder-media
electron-phonon scattering proposed by Schmid2 for dirty
metals. However, such a mechanism must have been r
out because of the observed temperature dependencetw

}1/T ~at temperatures*10 K),1 and to the best of ou
knowledge this scaling has waited to be explained ever si

There has been a recent resurrection of interest in
topic in connection with the problem of the low-temperatu
behavior of the weak localization dephasing rate. This pr
lem was extensively discussed during last years; see f
review Ref. 3 and references therein. In particular, an imp
tant correlation between the low-temperature dephasing
and the diffusion constantD, tw

21}D, was reported for sev
eral 3D polycrystalline disordered metals.3,4

In the present paper we demonstrate that this correla
finds its natural explanation within the framework of th
model of the tunneling states~TS’s! considered in Ref. 5
According to this model, dephasing is generated by dyna
cal structural defects that can assume two~or more! configu-
rations with very close energies. Due to the interaction w
a thermal bath, these defects switch between the states
responding to these configurations producing time-depen
fields acting on electrons.

Two specific mechanisms of electron dephasing due
dynamic defects can be distinguished. The first mechanis
related to the direct inelastic transitions between the level
the TS’s. This implies a possibility for determining the actu
path of the electron and, consequently, the loss of the in
ference. The second mechanism is due to the relaxati
dynamics of TS’s themselves, which fluctuate because of
interaction with the thermal bath. The emerging time dep
dence of the electron scattering crossection leads to viola
of the time-reversal symmetry and, as a consequence, to
coherence. The effective Hamiltonian of a TS,
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H̃d5~Ds32Ls1!/2, ~1!

is characterized by the asymmetryD and the tunneling ma-
trix element L. Here s1 and s3 are Pauli matrices. The
physical meaning of the parametersD and L is clear from
Fig. 1.

SinceD andL are random, their distributionP(D,L) is
crucially important. In crystalline materials, it is natural
assume that the TS’s keep intrinsic crystal symmetry.
a result, theL distribution is peaked about some valueL0.
To keep the model simple it is sufficient to assume t
P(D,L)}d(L2L0).

To evaluate the distribution overD let us assume6 that the
distribution is generated by some mesoscopic disor
around a generically symmetric defect and consider adiab
renormalization of the site energy«1 of one of the TS com-
ponents by conduction electrons scattering on thei th defect,6

«1i5V1ReF(
k

f i~u!

R1i

eikR1i (12cosu)

11e(«k2«F)/kBTG .

Here u5/$k,R1i%, f i is the scattering amplitude by th
i th defect, andR1 j is the vector connecting sites 1 andi ~see

FIG. 1. Sketch of the effective potential describing a tunnel
state~TS!. The interlevel splittingE is determined by the diagona
asymmetryD and tunneling matrix elementL asE5AD21L2.
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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Fig. 2!, while V1 is the potential of defect 1. This correctio
comes from Friedel oscillations of the electron density
duced by thei th defect.

Assuming that the scattering potentials for the defect
andi are the same we get an order-of-magnitude estimate
this quantity as

«1i'2
uVu2

«F

cos~2kFR1i !

~kFR1i !
3

.

Now consider a TS formed by site 1 and some state 2, s
that R12!R1i ,R2i . Then the effective two-level system a
quires the diagonal splittingD i[(«1i2«2) given by the ex-
pression

D~Ri ,m!'
2uVu2

«F

sin~kFR12cosm!sin~2kFRi !

~kFRi !
3

. ~2!

HereRi5R1i'R2i , m5/$R12,Ri%. The probability to find
a TS with splittingD is then

W~D!52pndE R2dRE
21

1

d~cosm!d@D2D~R,m!#.

~3!

Here nd is the density of static defects, whileD(R,m) is
given by Eq.~2!. Hence the density of TS’s is given by th
expressionP(D)5NTSW(D) where NTS is the density of
TS’s. Note that the main contribution to the integral in E
~3! comes from the distancesR&ND

21/3: since the effects of
different defects have quasirandom signs, the nearest de
appear most influential.

A straightforward analysis shows that there is a charac
istic energy

E* 5
uVu2nd

«FkF
3

'
1

2p

\

tel
;

\vF
2

D
, ~4!

wheretel is the elastic mean free time, which separates
ferent regimes of theW(D) behavior. AtD@E* the prob-

FIG. 2. Calculation of the adiabatic renormalization of the TS
diagonal splitting.
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ability W(D) decays}E* /D2, whereas atD&E* the func-
tion W(D) is smooth. As a result, we arrive at the model f
the density of TS’s adopted in Ref. 5,

P~D,L!'~NTS/E* !d~L2L0!. ~5!

As shown in Ref. 5, the dephasing ratetw
21 can be esti-

mated in the relevant temperature region as

tw
215tL

21@a~TtL /\!1/31z#. ~6!

Here tL
215nTS(L0 /E* ), nTS is the effective collision fre-

quency with the tunneling defects, anda andz are constants
of order 1. SincetL

21}D, we conclude that for a fixed num
ber of tunneling defects the ‘‘saturated’’ dephasing ratein-
creaseswith the diffusion constantD, and the corresponding
dependence oftw

21 tends to direct proportionality when th
two items in Eq.~6! are comparable. Thus, Eq.~6! qualita-
tively explains both slow temperature dependence~apparent
saturation! of the dephasing rate at low temperatures and
correlation with conductance. Such a combination has b
observed in Refs. 3 and 4.

The above formulas should be viewed rather as order
magnitude estimates than quantitative results. Assumin
typical elastic relaxation timetel'(1 –3)310214 s we ob-
tain the values forE* from a few dozens to 100 K. More
detailed numerical estimates for the dephasing rate are g
in Ref. 5. Those estimates are based on parameters extr
from experiments with point contacts and result intw

;1029 s, which are of the same order of magnitude as th
found in experiments.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the discuss
correlation between the dephasing rate and the conduct
is rather insensitive to the details of the model for tunnel
defects. Indeed, the above consideration is built on two
sumptions:~i! the density of dynamic defects is fixed withi
the ensemble of samples and~ii ! the density of states is pro
portional to 1/E* where the dispersion in the defect energ
E* is controlled by disorder. Consequently, if these two
quirements are met, then a correlation betweentw

21 and the
diffusion constantD should exist for a wide class of distri
butions of the tunneling matrix elementL. Here we return to
the results obtained for three-dimensional low-resistiv
In2O32x films1 where the observed temperature depende
of the dephasing rate wastw

21}T. The samples showing
such a behavior were rather disordered@tel'(2 –5)
310215 s#; the most probable origin for disorder was, pro
ably, the oxygen nonstoichiometry. We conjecture that
mobile defects in In2O32x films are created by the nonsto
ichiometric oxygen atoms. Then, for a givenx, the number of
atoms contributing to dynamics is expected to be fixed.
the same time, rather strong disorder can also affect the
riers for mobile defects, creating ‘‘soft’’ configurations suc
as in structural glasses. As a result, the distribution funct
of the tunneling matrix elements behaves as}1/L, implying
2-2
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a linear temperature dependence of the dephasing ratet21

}T. The spreadE* of the diagonal splittingsD is proba-
blystill determined by Friedel oscillations of the electro
density keeping the dephasing rate proportional to the di
sion constant~or to the elastic mean free path!. To conclude,
07310
-

we feel that the proposed model can well explain the exp
mental findings by Ovadyahu.1
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